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Firm:
Advanced Magnet Lab Inc [2]

Award Solicitation:
NASA STTR 1999 Phase II Solicitation [3]

Award ID:
STTR_99_P2_990114

Award Dollars:
99 758.00

Award Lead Center:
Kennedy Space Center [4]

Proposal Number:

Proposal Title:
Universal Superconducting Magnets for MagLifter Launch Assist Sleds

Mission Directorate:
Small Business Technology Transfer [5]

EHB Solicitation ID:
STTR_99_P2

EHB ID:
STTR_99_P2_990114

Selection:
NASA 1999 STTR Program Phase II Selections [6]

Award Status:
In Process

EHB Firm ID:
9900001

Firm PI First Name:

Firm PI Last Name:

Firm PI Phone:
2147483647

Firm PI Email:

Firm Official First Name:
Mark

Firm Official Last Name:
Senti

Firm Official Phone:
2147483647

Firm Official Email:

Firm Zip:
32905

Firm Zip4:
3434

RI:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology